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ABSTRACT

New distribution laws for the energy level'spacings and the eigenvector amplitudes,

appropriate for systems with a few degrees of freedom in the intermediate regime between

chaos and order, are derived by conveniently deforming the Gaussian Orthogonal

Ensemble. The cases of 2*2 and 3*3 matrices are fully worked out. The general case of

matrices with large dimensions are discussed. The Hubbard-Suaionowich transformation

in conjunction with the Method of Integration over Alternate Variables are employed for

the purpose.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that the GOE (Gaussian Orthogonal Ensemble) provides a realistic

description of statistical properties of complex quantal systems with a large number of

degrees of freedom '. In particular, the energy level spacings distribution obtained from

GOE approximates very well the Wigner distribution ' (W), which describes quite well

data. Independently of the spacing distribution, the GOE predicts a Porter-Thomas (PT)

h'x ' for the distributions of eigenvectors. Nuclear resonance data systems lends support

to the correctness of the PT law1'.

The statistical independence of the eigenvector and eigenvalue distributions, a

characteristic of the GOE. must however, be revised for cases involving systems with a few

degrees of freedom in the chaotic regime '.

The purpose of this paper is to develop a theory for a mixed eigenvector and

eigenvalue distribution which should describe situations intermediate between chaos and
m

order. For this purpose we employ the maximum entropy technique subjected to several

physically motivated constraints4'. The GOE results will always be used as a guideline.

The case of 2»2 matrices are worked out fully analytically while the 3*3 matrices are

developed semi-analytically. supplemented by numerical evaluation. The general case is

then discussed using the Hubbard-Stratonovich transformation in conjunction with the

Alternate Variable Method of Integration (AVMI) development by Melua '. A shorter

version of this work is contained in Ref. 6).



B. THE GAUSSIAN ORTHOGONAL ENSEMBLE DISTRIBUTION FROM THE

MAXIMUM ENTROPY PRINCIPLE

Using the roaxímum entropy technique the usual GOE distribution is obtained as

fallows. First we define the entropy as

S = - j dHP(H) In P(H) , ' (1)

subject to the constraint

r
(2)<Tr HJ> = f dHP(H) Tr H2 = it

and the normalization condition

f dHP(H) = 1 . . (3)

Maximizing S subjea to (2) and (3) one immediately obtains the GOE distribution

PlH) - <

(4)

where Ao and o0 are Lagrange multipiiers determined by the constraints (2) and (3).

From (4) one can construct the joint distribution function, P(EJt...,EN ; Cj Cv)

«ing already well known procedure'3" '. and obtain



n r(Un (5)
2=1 " .

e » - N

where the C,s are the component amplitudes of au eigenvector.

Integrating (5) over att the C,s and all the Ej-Ej.5 . except one > . one obtains in

the N - a limit the Wigner distribution

•V>> > i

where D is <s> « I | i I .

Similarly integrating all the E.s and all the C.s except one c . one finds in the

limit N - x limit the Porter-Thomas distribution

As seen from 5, the E and C distributions are completely independent. (P(E,s;C.s) &

= P(E,s) P(C,s)), which is a consequence of GOE. namely P(H) is invariant under

arbitrary rotation of the basis.

Before turning our attention to the constrained GOE. H is helpful to mention that

the constraint (2) above gives rise to the Gaussian distribution (4) with the second moment



•rite OQ. being independent of the label.

IIL THE DEFORMED GOE

To generalize (4) and thus eventually mate the joint distribution non-separable, we

have to impose further constraints in the construction of P(H) from the maximum

entropy principle. We thus redo the calculation with Eq. (1) with the additional condition

<Tr{PHQHP)> - v , . (9)

where P is a projecton operator that projects onto a given vector in the basis space, e.g.

P » | i x i | , and Q = 1-P.

To understand the meaning of this constraint we write the trace in terms of the

elements of the Hamiltonian matrix, namely

Tr(PHQHP) = V Hy . (10)

• 1 r fill * *

" * I *

whicli, when expressed in terms of the eigenvalues E k , and the components

C kw<i|E k> of the eigenvectors |E k >, becomes

Tr(PHQHP) = T (Cj)11[- T ictf (ty* t\ Ef . (U)



where the completeness relation I | i x i j = 1 . has been used. Therefore the new
i

constraint. Eq. (8), with P = | i x i | involves all the eigenvalues of H and the

projections of the corresponding eigenvectors on the basis state | i> .

By fixing the value of <Tr(PHQHP)> , we are therefore deforming the Gaussian

Orthogonal Ensemble. Of course, the system still maintains full axial symmetry about the

|i> "direction". The new ensemble is invariant under transformation which leaves the

vector | i> unchanged. Further understanding of the new constraint, Eq. (9) can be

gained by realizing that the second moment is now given by

<H.. H. p> = (JL S.j + f., Í , ) l- . (12)
U K " ' ifc JC IC * ' . . . 4 > ( r I *

The new distribution function P(H) constructed from

t f p[-lnP-A-oTr,H2-/?Tr(PHQHP)]dH = O

s

is thus given by

P(H) m expi- A - 1 - a Tr H2 - 0Tr(PHQHP)1 .

(13)

N-l
2 , (M)

where the Lagrange multipliers a and ^ are related to the ft and v as follows

v a
 X ~ ^ i <Tr PHQHP>



_ XtX+1) X - I _ j _ _ iM.b<

The symmetry inherent in the GOE is now broken because of the favoring of a

particular vector spanned by P . This guarantees that the joint distribution

PfEj,—EN ; Cj CN) is not any more separable, and accordingly significant deviations
M

Bora both the Wigner and the Porter-Thomas distributions are expected. Since the

Jacobian that ta to us from P(H) to P(E^s; QS) is independent of the particular

able of real matrices under consideration we conjecture that the joint probability

distribution corresponding to Eq. (14) is

P(E.s; Os) - P(G0E)(E,s; Os) [ 1 +

' exp -3 (15)

where Tr(PHQHP) has been represented explicitly in terms of the eigenvalues and the

amplitudes of the eigenvector which is projected by P . From the joint distribution,

Eq. (15) one can then calculate the spacing and amplitude distributions upon integration.

In the following we discuss the cases of 2*2 and 3»3 matrices.

IV. THE DISTRIBUTION P(s) AND P(c) IN TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONS

In this Section we derive the distribution functions, P(s) and P(c) for 2*2 and

3*3 matrices. For 2»2 matrices we obtain



(16

and

Eq. (16) represents a spacing distribution which still shows level repulsion but

deviates from a pare Wigner one. It is interesting to note that when J = 0. the Wigner

surmise is fully recovered. On the other hand, P(c). Eq. (17). is necessarily different from

the Porter-Thomas distribution even when J = 0. owing to the small dimension of the

matrices. For 3*3 matrices the spacing and amplitude distributions are given by

1

and

(19)

where

«•

T A(



hi Figaro I. 2 aod 3 we show oar rewhs for PU)-Ptc) ami Ptrsc2) for the 2-2

3*3 Btttnces cases discussed above. An important resvit «hkk deserves a special

i* that the spaciag distribution P(s) for small s dives to nro as fast as

J lV* 1 Í 3 \l/t

hi-\ rOM S for 3*3 matricesaadas | l + i r | • * for 2«2 matrices,

•creased farther (a «as kept coastaM » 1). b t h e i n t í í - « . whkhshowU

the regular (non-cbaooc) limit, the P(s) a»d P(c) dmriboUoas attaia the

= 5 [i(c) + *c-I) + *fc+I)] , X = 2 (22)

N = 3 . (23)

O«r results above for \'=2 agree fulty with tbose of Robnik ' and Albassid and

Levioc ' and disagree with Berry and Robnik ' who daim to have seen no levei repaiskn

evea foe raoderately jmall values of J (the chaottcity parameter is defined differently in

Ref. 9)). At this point we would like to point out tbat our work is very similar in spirit to

that of Albassid and Levin*. In fact, tbe case fully calculated by Ref. S)r namely tbe 2»2

matrix, ajree cwnpieuHy wi;h our Eqs. (16) and (17) with the identification of tbeir

ptramttfT t by (be following relation

(24)
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Thus lhe GOE limit obtains by setting J = 0 or • = 1 . Similarly the fully regular case

corresponds to j x K or : = 9 .

We shoold. however, pocat o«t two major advantages that o«r theory carries in

teUton to Alhasstd and Leviae's sandy, firs, we deform tbe GOE by merely favoring one

ptrtitalar vector u th* base space spaaaed by P aad accordugiy iatrodvee just one more

Lagrange mdtiplier ID tbe maxkmm entropy calculation, wfcereas tbey introduce N-1

Lagrange •Mkipiien to go beyond tbe GOE. Secondly, o v chaotic parameter, $, could

take tbe fufl rafitce of values from 0 (faDy cbacnic) to « (folly regalar). Tbos. interpreted

as an iavene of a "tea^eratttre", one may use knowledge in statistical mechanical studies

of phase trtasitioD phenomena, to better «nderstand tbe transition from chaos

(hi jh-" temperai ore" bebavkwr) to order (lotr-temperatvre" beba\ioar).

V. THE GENERAL CASE OP N DIMENSION

Finally, for the general case of N*N* matrices, a large body of numerical calculation

would be required in order to pin dowa tbe «tract «re of the distribatioo fuoctiOBS P(s)

and P(c). Ho«e\-er, ooe may get a fed (or this structure throogb perturbai too expansioa

is ^. It b dear that, from Eq. (14), higher order terms io $ (arising from the expajwoo

of exp(-JTr PHQHP)), contaio lenw of the form - C * E * as well as more complicated
o

combinations of tbe C j and tbe i s . If we ignore tbe latter combinations, tbe

integrations over tbe E,s or tbe O can be itraighiwardly performed^ .̂ Tbe resulting

series would involve higher-order derivatives, with respect to o , of the GOE distribution

feactioo.

A more exact treatment, whicb we are presently developing, is to Cm apply a

HHbbard-Stratoaowkb transformaUoa on tbe lecood term of tbe new constraint vii



II

exp

í̂ dx exp (25)

With the above, all terms in the exponents become quadratic and the general

methods of Integration over Alternate Variables developed by Mehta ' ' ' can be applied.

Of course when N becomes very large, the deformation of the GOE introduced in

this paper through the constraint Eq. (9). with P = | i x i | would represent a tiny

perturbation on the original GOE, since it corresponds t o a ^ effect. In such cases a

Q

generalization of P to include several vectors, e.g. P = E | i x i | would be desired in
i = l

order to inflict a noticeable qualitative change in the distribution of the spacings and the

amplitudes. Work along this line is in progress '.

In conclusion, we developed in this paper a theoretical scheme through which the

transition from regular to chaotic quantum behaviour can be conveniently studied with an

appropriately deformed GOE. We were able to derive closed and semi-closed expressions

distributions of level spacings and eigenvector amplitudes for 2*2 and 3*3 matrix

Hamiltonians respectively. The transition from chaos to order is then studied in a very

convenient manner. The general case of N*N matrices is also discussed briefly.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Calculated energy level spacing distributions P(s); a) for 2*2 natrices and

b) for 3*3 matrices. The value of a was set equal to unity (sed^ '.ails).

Fig. 2 — Same as figure 1 for the amplitude distribution P(c).

Fig. 3 - Same as Figure 1 for the transition strength distribution P(y=C2). See text

for details.
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